
Emil Malak Pens an Op-ed: You have let us all
down on the coronavirus

BOURDEAU, FRANCE, March 11, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- CEOCFO

Magazine, an independent investment

publication that highlights important

technologies and companies, today

announced it has published an op-ed

(https://www.ceocfointerviews.com/em

ilmalakoped0321.html) by Voip-Pal CEO

Emil Malak. Voip-Pal.com Inc., Voip-Pal

(OTCQB: VPLM), a Bellevue, Washington

based company is an inventor and

pioneer of the switching technology

now being used by many of the world's

largest telecommunication and social

networking companies, without which

they could not connect Landline phone

calls to Internet phone calls. Mr. Malak

has other business ventures and is well

versed in global politics and culture. 

This is Mr. Malak nineteenth op-ed on

the subject of coronavirus since the

pandemic began in February 2020. This

article titled, “You have let us down on

the coronavirus” dives deep into the and mishandling of COVID-19, the lack of focus on effective

therapeutics.

https://int.nyt.com/data/documenttools/national-strategy-for-the-covid-19-

response/c7bd8ecb9308d669/full.pdf

https://bgr.com/2021/02/06/coronavirus-cure-exo-cd24-trial-israel/

Malak describes rapid spread of the coronavirus saying, “This is not the China/Wuhan Virus,

South Africa, English, Brazilian, Nigerian, Indian, Czech Republic or any other nation's virus. The

coronavirus has no country or racial preference; it just keeps infecting everyone equally. New

variants are developing as we speak. The viral load is becoming more lethal; as much as eight
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times more contagious and it’s becoming

more deadly.”

Malak asks several important questions

regarding vaccine safety that need

answers:

•       Have the vaccines succeeded in

stopping the virus’s mechanism of

disabling the reproduction of neutralizing

antibodies three to twelve months after

vaccination? 

•       What are the long-term effects of the

vaccine? 

•       Does the vaccine prevent the virus

from spreading?

•       How much of the memory B cells are

being disabled before or after six

months?

•       Do pregnant women risk placenta

complications from the vaccine, and if so, do women that are not pregnant and receive the

vaccine risk potential complications in a future pregnancy?

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/covidview/index.html

https://www.rt.com/uk/515824-covid19-vaccines-variants-oxford/

The coronavirus has no

country or racial preference;

it just keeps infecting

everyone equally.”

Emil Malak

https://www.rt.com/news/516234-india-new-infectious-

covid-strains/

https://www.rt.com/news/515920-coronavirus-mutations-

eight-times-infectious/

https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-07-immune-

response-covid-spike-protein.html 

https://www.livescience.com/covid-19-placenta-injury-

pregnancy.html 

The article also addresses the topic of herd immunity and the unlikelihood it will be achieved in

light of so many mutations and variants. Malak states, “Vaccinating most of the country does not

solve the problem when you have new variants popping up as they had in South Africa, Brazil,

England, Nigeria and now the Czech Republic.”

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/media-resources/science-in-

5/episode-23---i-am-vaccinated-what-

next?gclid=Cj0KCQiAs5eCBhCBARIsAEhk4r4dJZubmPhDjzRq0pfeGqMNKic-

pLP_AHFVbaP0_S6B0BOjL48ndZ0aAnV9EALw_wcB
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